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Abstract—The Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission method [1] is used for reducing the data overhead of Voice over Long Term Evolution (VoLTE) in the Professional Mobile Radio (PMR) context. In the Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission method, voice packets from different users having the same Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) can be clustered into one same LTE packet in the downlink transmission for reducing the data overhead caused by the difference between the LTE packet size and the PMR voice payload. However, in order to increase the voice capacity of VoLTE in PMR context both data overhead and control overhead have to be reduced. Therefore, in this paper, we will present a new Group Radio Network Identifier (Group_RNTI) method for reducing the control overhead in the multiplexing scheme. In the Group_RNTI method, UEs having the same Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) will be clustered in one or more groups. Each group is assigned a common Group_RNTI. Control information is sent for groups rather than for each UE. The results show that the Group_RNTI can reduce the control signaling up to 85% compared to the fully dynamic scheduling (FD) in the standard LTE in case of using Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission method. The use of Group_RNTI for the Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission method allows reducing both data overhead and control overhead issues for VoLTE in PMR context. The proposed method ensures an augmentation of voice capacity and a reduction of blocking rate for VoLTE in PMR context.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Professional or Private Mobile Radio (PMR) networks provide compromising services for critical voice and data application [2]. Current PMR networks, such as Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA), Association of Public Safety Communications Officials Project 25 (APCO25) still use second generation (2G) technologies, have to be replaced by new technologies to support new user demands [3]. Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology is chosen as one of the candidates for the next generation broadband PMR networks. However, LTE technology has to be adapted to fit the main criteria of the PMR networks. One of the most important criteria of PMR networks is the voice capacity in term number of users. But the LTE physical layer is not optimal for low bit rate voice communication in PMR context so that the voice capacity of LTE is not increased as expected of PMR providers. In the LTE network one pair of Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs) is the smallest User Assignment Unit. However, the smallest LTE packet size is still too large in case of low bit rate voice communication in the PMR context, especially when small voice payload is transmitted in the high quality LTE channel. This reduces the maximum number of packets that can be transmitted in a unit time. In addition, the limitation of the control plane caused by the shortage of L1 control channels that are used for the resource allocation in LTE is another factor that affects the voice capacity of the LTE. Several attempts have been made to increase the voice capacity over LTE. Some studies try to reduce the data overhead such as ROHC [4], CRC and error reduction [5], [6]. Some other studies try to reduce the control overhead of the Fully Dynamic (FD) scheduling such as Semi-persistent scheduling [7], [8] or group scheduling [9], [10]. Nevertheless, the existent methods focus mainly for high and medium voice payload over LTE (the code rate of voice coder is about 12.2 kbps). Few researches pay attention in the gap between the LTE packet size and the small voice payload in case of very small voice payload (Advanced MultiBand Excitation (AMBE) 2450 bps in case of PMR networks). Moreover, there are few papers that can solve both major issues of VoIP over LTE in PMR context: data overhead and control overhead.

Therefore, we have proposed a new Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission for Enhancing Voice Capacity over LTE in PMR context. This method can solve both overhead of voice over LTE downlink in PMR context. Our method clusters voice packets from different users into one same LTE packet in the downlink transmission for reducing the data overhead caused by the difference between the LTE packet size and the voice payload and applies a Group_RNTI method for reducing the control overhead. The architecture for our Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission method have been presented in [1]. In this paper, we will present the Group_RNTI method to solve the control overhead issue for the multiplexing scheme of VoLTE in PMR context. The Group_RNTI method clusters UEs having the same Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) into one or more groups. Each group is assigned a common Group_RNTI. Control information is sent for groups rather than for each
UE. The details of this method is presented in section II. The performance of our method is evaluated in section III. Section IV gives the conclusion and some perspectives.

II. GROUP_RNTI FOR THE MULTI-USER MULTIPLEXING VOICE RADIO TRANSMISSION METHOD

A. Control overhead in the Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission for Enhancing Voice Capacity

LTE uses Fully Dynamic (FD) as the base scheduler for resource allocation. In the FD scheduler, each data packet needs to associate with a L1 control signaling. When a large number of voice packets are served at a time, the number of required control channels is increased. However, the number of Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) is limited because the PDCCH channels can only use one to three OFDM symbols in each subframe to create the L1 signaling control channels. This can in-turn limit the number of simultaneous voice calls.

Figure 1 shows the control overhead issue in the Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission method. The control overhead issue in the Multi-user Multiplexing Voice Radio Transmission method is similar to that in the standard LTE. The control overhead occurs when there is not enough PDCCH channels for the scheduling. However, in the multiplexing scheme, UEs in a same group have the same allocation information (same DCI value) so that an adequate method for this situation needs to be considered.

B. Principle of group_RNTI

The principle of group_RNTI includes two steps: initialization of Group_RNTI and using of Group_RNTI for resource allocation.

In the first step, UEs having the same MCS values can be classified in one or more groups. Each group is assigned a common Group_RNTI. We assume that in the PMR context, the number of UEs in a cell is high so that we can cluster only UEs having the same MCS value. The initialization of group is done by a new Setup_Group_RNTI PDCCH. Setup_group_DCII combines with its CRC bits scrambled by the C_RNTI value of UE to create Setup_Group_RNTI PDCCH. The structure of Setup_group_DCII is presented in table I. The Setup_Group_RNTI PDCCH is used for the first time resource allocation or when UE changes the group (changing of MCS value of UE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Length (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBA</td>
<td>5 (1.4 MHz)</td>
<td>Resource block assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 (3 MHz)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 (5 MHz)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Modulation and Coding Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group_RNTI</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Identification of group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group_Position</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Position of UE in the group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second step, assume that at the $i^{th}$ TTI, there are $n$ voice payload of $n$ UEs that can be multiplexed into one LTE subframe. In this case, instead of sending $n$ different PDCCH channels for $n$ UEs having the same DCI value, eNodeB will send $k$ different Group_RNTI PDCCH channels for $k$ groups. The scheduler will try to cluster maximum possible the UEs in the same Group_RNTI. GroupMultiplexing_DCII combines with its CRC bits scrambled by the Group_RNTI value of UE to create Group_RNTI PDCCH. The structure of GroupMultiplexing_DCII is presented in table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Length (bits)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBA</td>
<td>5 (1.4 MHz)</td>
<td>Resource block assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 (3 MHz)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 (5 MHz)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Modulation and Coding Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group_Bitmap</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Group information for UEs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After having received a setup_group_DCII message, the UE starts monitoring DCI messages sent over the PDCCH scrambled by the Group_RNTI value. When a valid message is found, the bit at position Group_Position in the bitmap is checked: a '1' indicates that the RB(s) contain some data for that UE (see Figure 2). In our case, UE keeps both C_RNTI and Group_RNTI values. Group_RNTI is a temporary value. Group_RNTI can be changed if UE changes the group (changing of MCS). The Group_RNTI value in this case is assigned by eNodeB.
C. Group - Change management

Assume that at $i^{th}$ TTI, the quality of channel for an $UE_i$ is changed (the value of MCS for $UE_i$ is changed) and the $UE_i$ belongs to a multiplexing group at $i^{th}$ TTI. In this case, eNodeB will send a new setup-group PDCCH that indicates the new Group RNTI for this UE.

D. Numerical analysis

To estimate the performance of our method, we compare the number of required PDCCH channels of the FD scheduling and the number of required PDCCH channels of the proposed method.

According to [7] the average of data packets and PDCCH channels that $n$ active UEs require in one ms can be calculated by formula 1:

$$Av.RqLTE = \lambda \left[ \frac{nv}{I_1} + \frac{n(1-v)}{I_2} \right]$$  

(1)

In which:

- $n$: number of active users
- $\lambda$: average transmission number
- $I_1$: the inter-arrival time of voice packets
- $I_2$: the inter-arrival time of SID packets
- $v$: voice activity factor

Assume that $t ms$ is the average of call time so the average required data packets and PDCCH channels of FD scheduling can be calculated by the formula as follows:

$$Av.RqFD = t \cdot Av.RqLTE$$  

(2)

Suppose that the Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission method can classify the $Av.RqFD$ require packets into $l$ multiplexing groups. UEs of $i^{th}$ multiplexing group belong to $k_i$ group RNTI. So the number of required PDCCH channels in $t ms$ of the proposed scheduling can be calculated by formula 3:

$$No.GroupRNTI_{CCH} = n + \sum_{k=1}^{l} k_ip_k + \epsilon$$  

(3)

Where:

- $n$: number of required PDCCH channels for the initialization of group
- $c$: number of PDCCH for UEs that change group RNTI during $t ms$
- $p_k$: coefficient variation size of PDCCH caused by the new adding fields

Therefore, the average of PDCCH channels that $n$ UEs require in one $ms$ can be calculated by formula 4:

$$Av.RqGroupRNTI = \frac{n + \sum_{k=1}^{l} k_ip_k + \epsilon}{t}$$  

(4)

The control capacity gain is given by:

$$\text{controlgain} = \frac{Av.RqLTE - Av.RqGroupRNTI}{Av.RqLTE} \times 100\%$$  

(5)

The term blocking rate refers to the number of VoIP can not be served due to the lack of data or control resources. Assume that $n_{BW}$ is number of allowed Resource Block (RB), $u_{FDRB}$ is the average of used RBs for transmitting one voice payload in the standard LTE, $u_{NewRB}$ is the average of used RBs for transmitting one voice payload in the proposed method. The average number of data packets that can be transmitted in one TTI in the standard LTE $Av.SpLTE$ can be calculated by formula 6:

$$Av.SpLTE = \frac{n_{BW}}{u_{FDRB}}$$  

(6)

The average number of data packets that can be transmitted in one TTI in the proposed method $Av.SpGroupRNTI$ can be calculated by formula 7:

$$Av.SpGroupRNTI = \frac{n_{BW}}{u_{NewRB}}$$  

(7)

The data blocking rate of the standard LTE ($dblock_{LTE}$) is calculated by the formula as follows:

$$dblock_{LTE} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } C_1 \\ \frac{Av.RqLTE - Av.SpLTE}{Av.RqLTE} & \text{else} \end{cases}$$  

(8)

Where:

- $C_1 : Av.RqLTE \leq Av.SpLTE$

Assume that in one TTI, the average number of supported PDCCH channels is $Av.SpPDCCH$. The control blocking rate of the standard LTE ($cblock_{LTE}$) is calculated by the formula as follows:

$$cblock_{LTE} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } C_2 \\ \frac{Av.RqLTE - Av.SpPDCCH}{Av.RqLTE} & \text{else} \end{cases}$$  

(9)

Where:

- $C_2 : Av.RqLTE \leq Av.SpPDCCH$
• \( C_2 : Av.RqLTE \leq Av.SpPDCCH \)

The blocking rate of the standard LTE (\( \delta_{LTE} \)) is calculated by the formula as follows:

\[
\delta_{LTE} = \text{Max}(d_{block_{LTE}}, c_{block_{LTE}})
\]  

(10)

The data blocking rate of the proposed method (\( d_{block_{GroupRNTI}} \)) is calculated by the formula as follows:

\[
d_{block_{GroupRNTI}} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } C_3 \leq Av.RqLTE - Av.SpGroupRNTI \\
\frac{Av.RqLTE - Av.SpGroupRNTI}{Av.RqLTE} & \text{else} 
\end{cases}
\]

(11)

Where:

• \( C_3 : Av.RqLTE \leq Av.SpGroupRNTI \)

The control blocking rate of the proposed method (\( c_{block_{GroupRNTI}} \)) is calculated by the formula as follows:

\[
c_{block_{GroupRNTI}} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } C_4 \leq Av.RqGroupRNTI - Av.SpPDCCH \\
\frac{Av.RqGroupRNTI - Av.SpPDCCH}{Av.RqGroupRNTI} & \text{else} 
\end{cases}
\]

(12)

Where:

• \( C_4 : Av.RqGroupRNTI \leq Av.SpPDCCH \)

The blocking rate of the proposed method (\( \delta_{GroupRNTI} \)) is calculated by the formula as follows:

\[
\delta_{GroupRNTI} = \text{Max}(d_{block_{GroupRNTI}}, c_{block_{GroupRNTI}})
\]

(13)

### III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

#### A. Simulation Parameters

In our context, we study and evaluate LTE as a candidate for future PMR. In PMR, the voice capacity is one of the most important factors, therefore the voice codec with low bit rate is commonly used. In our simulation, the AMBE codec with low bit rate (2450 bps), the low bandwidths of LTE (1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz), 24 bits CRC and Normal Cyclic Prefix are used for our evaluation. We compare the blocking rate of the Fully Dynamic Scheduling and the proposed method for different number of active users (50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000) having random MCS values. The main simulation parameters are presented in Table III.

#### B. Simulation Results

Figure 3 shows the comparison of required number of PDCCH channels in one TTI between Fully Dynamic scheduling and the proposed method for different number of active users in case of 1.4 MHz bandwidth. It is apparent that there was a significant reduction of the required number of PDCCH channels of the proposed method in comparison to the Fully Dynamic scheduling especially in case of the high number of active users. In the best case, the proposed method can reduce the control overhead up to 85%. On average, the reduction of control overhead is about 65%.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 compare the blocking rate of the Fully Dynamic scheduling and the proposed method for the corresponding 1.4 MHz bandwidth, 3 MHz bandwidth and 5 MHz bandwidth.
bandwidth. The results show that the higher the bandwidth is, the higher efficiency the proposed method gains. In addition, with each bandwidth, the higher number of active UEs in the cell, the higher voice capacity gain our method can obtain.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a new Group Radio Network Temporary Identifier (Group_RNTI) method for reducing the control overhead in the Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission scheme. Our method clusters UEs having the same MCS into one or more groups. Each group is assigned a common Group_RNTI value. The Group_RNTI values are used for the scheduling to reduce the number of required PD-CCH channels in the multiplexing scheme. The results show that our proposed method can reduce the control overhead up to 85%. In addition, the greater number of UEs in the cell and the higher bandwidth, the higher the voice capacity gain and the lower blocking rate our method can obtain. The use of Group_RNTI for the Multi-users Multiplexing Radio Voice Transmission method allows reducing both data overhead and control overhead issues for VoLTE in PMR context. Therefore, the proposed method increases the voice capacity and reduces the blocking rate of VoLTE in PMR context.
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